ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
International property investment has become an increasingly important component within investment portfolios. The major factors contributing to the increased interest in international property investment include geographical, political and economic diversification; lack of local opportunities for property investment; substantial growth in available investment funds; favourable exchange rate and interest rate differentials; and greater array of investment choices (Newell and Worzala, 1995; Worzala and Newell, 1997) . Increased recognition of property, an attractive risk-return profile, and growing demand for pension fund asset/liability management have also warranted increased allocations to international property (Steinert and Crowe, 2001 ).
Australian Listed Property Trusts (LPTs) make up 8% of the world's listed property (ASX, 2002) . With over 55% of domestic Australian investment grade property held in LPTs, compared to 3% and 18% in Europe and North America, the need for Australian LPTs to venture out of the domestic market is imminent (Calder, 2002) . Recent acquisitions of international property in the USA, Europe, Asia and New Zealand by leading Australian property investors is further evident of this global trend. Among the recent international acquisitions and expansions, AMP Diversified has acquired retail centres in New Zealand; Macquarie Goodman Management and BT 1 have major stakes in Singapore REITs (Ascendas); Macquarie CountryWide Trust recently has acquired retail centres in the USA; Westfield Trust has acquired retail centres in New Zealand; Colonial First State Property has property investments in the United Kingdom, Europe and the USA; St George Bank has acquired retail centre interests in New Zealand; Westfield Holdings plans a $10 billion expansion in the USA, Europe and Australia; General Property Trust and Centro Properties Group are also looking for investment properties in the USA.
However, the performance of LPTs with international property holdings is not directly observable, as no existing index tracks the performance of this particular LPT sector. Property securities managers intending to implement an international property strategy through LPTs are confronted with the choice of an appropriate benchmark, and consequently, an appropriate weighting of portfolio. Giv`en the recent significant development of international property investment by several major LPTs, it is important that an international LPT performance indicator be developed to enable an effective comparison of this sector with other LPT sectors.
As such, the purpose of this paper is to explore several means of developing an international LPT sector performance index over a 5-year period from June 1997 to June 2002. The performance of the international LPT sector will be compared to the other domestic LPT sectors and the diversification benefits of adding international LPTs to the all-domestic LPT portfolio will also be examined.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Indices and benchmarking
A benchmark is defined as a standard or point of reference in measuring or judging quality or value (Bailey, Richards and Tierney, 1988) . In an investment context, a benchmark represents a passive representation of an investment process. A benchmark should reflect securities selected, weighted in a manner consistent with the investment process (Divecha and Grinold, 1989 ).
There are four prominent methods for benchmarking performance; namely: index, peer group comparison, normal portfolio and risk-adjusted performance measure (Maxwell and Saint-Pierre, 1998) . A new class of index, risk-based index, is introduced to deal with risk levels associated with benchmark portfolios, as most of the indices available are not designed to benchmark risk-return trade-offs (Kaplan and Alldredge, 1997) .
Property indices such as the US NCREIF index have been widely used by property portfolio managers to benchmark their property portfolios. However, McIntosh (1997) cautioned against the use of the NCREIF Property Index as the benchmark for property portfolio managers, as it violates most of the fundamental criteria of a sound benchmark.
As detailed in Bailey (1992a Bailey ( , 1992b ), a valid benchmark should embody a number of fundamental properties; specifically:
• Unambiguous: component securities and their weights are clearly delineated • Investable: benchmark portfolio is replicable and can be held • Measurable: benchmark's return can be calculated on a frequent basis • Appropriate: benchmark is consistent with the manager's investment style • Reflective of current investment opinions: manager has current investment knowledge of the securities that make up the benchmark • Specified in advance: benchmark is constructed prior to evaluation.
Violation of these properties will affect the robustness of a benchmark in performance evaluation.
In developing the GPR 250 Property Share Index, have pinpointed that an index to be used as a performance benchmark should be replicable. To be replicable, the underlying securities of the index should be liquid and available to investors. Fund managers should be able to track and duplicate such an index, without great difficulties and significant extra trading costs.
Diversification
The purpose of diversification is to reduce the return volatility of the total portfolio. Theoretically, if economies were not completely integrated, then property returns in different countries would not move together, and risk reduction could be gained through international diversification. As a result, an internationally diversified portfolio would have lower risk than those that are diversified just among domestic property assets.
However, international property investment also raises the concern of uncertainty in currency exchange rate, ongoing management and operation problems, taxation differences and political uncertainty, increased transaction costs, lack of local expertise, and cultural and language differences (Worzala and Newell, 1997) .
Several surveys on international property investment have identified the desire for portfolio diversification as the primary motivating factor for international property investment (Newell and Worzala, 1995; Worzala and Newell, 1997) . Moreover, economic integration and deregulation, as well as the globalisation of property service providers have improved information access to international property investors which have reduced the costs and uncertainty associated with international property investment (McAllister, 1999) .
The benefits of international property in enhancing portfolio performance are well documented. Webb, Curcio and Rubens (1988) , Chua (1999) , Stevenson (1999) , Addae-dapaah and Yong (2000) , Steinert and Crowe (2001) , and Conover, Friday and Sirmans (2002) all found international property had a significant role in the efficient international mixed-asset portfolios. Even though investing in overseas property would assume additional currency risk, additional portfolio diversification was also attained (Newell and Webb, 1996) . However, Cheng et al (1999) found that international property is unlikely to produce significant diversification benefits and suggested that investors shouldn't allocate more than 10% in international property, and 5% or less for investors with a low risk tolerance.
Due to the fact that direct property cannot be perfectly diversified, indirect property or property securities should be employed by investors to reduce their levels of risk in property investment (De Wit, 1997) . Steinert and Crowe (2001) also proposed the use of more liquid and transparent property securities to facilitate global property investment. Stevenson's (2001) study on the role of property securities as diversification tools also found the inclusion of a mix of both domestic and international property securities in a diversified direct property portfolio did lead to significant improvement in portfolio performance.
Differences in property securities' performance over continents (Eichholtz and Koedijk, 1996) , low correlation between property shares in emerging and developed markets (Barry, Rodriguez and Lipscomb, 1996) , lower internationally correlated property share returns than common stock and bond returns (Eichholtz, 1996) , lower correlations among regional property share markets (Eichholtz, 1997b) , and weak international dependence of national property markets have validated the inclusion of international property securities in property portfolios to achieve a more efficient property portfolio. Okunev (1996, 1999) found no long run co-integration relationship between domestic property and equity markets, as well as among international property markets (USA, UK and Australia). In the Asia Pacific region, Garvey, Santry and Stevenson (2001) found no evidence of long-term and short-term linkages between the four largest securitised property markets; namely, Australia, Hong Kong, Japan and Singapore. These results provide evidence that property investors would benefit from diversifying out of an all-domestic portfolio into an internationally diversified portfolio. Gordon, Canter and Webb (1998) and Maurer and Reiner (2002) found significant diversification benefits for including international property securities in the mixedasset portfolio. The diversification benefit was even more significant for low to medium risk portfolios. The source of diversification gains was mainly in riskreduction. Liu and Mei (1998) also found that international property-related securities provided incremental diversification benefits over and above that associated with international stocks. These benefits are relatively more pronounced at lower risk-return levels of the optimal portfolios and are present regardless of whether currency risks are hedged.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Index construction
To better select and apply an index for performance benchmarking purposes, one should understand the index design and computation methodology (Maxwell and Saint-Pierre, 1998 ). There are three principal index weighting schemes; namely price-weighted, unweighted and market value-weighted.
A price-weighted (or equal-weighted) index is an arithmetic average of current prices. Hence, price movements are influenced by the price changes of the components. The major setback of the price-weighted scheme is the adjustment of the divisor after stock splits will place a downward bias on the index. An index component will lose weight within the index due to simply splitting the stock. An example of a price-weighted index is the Dow Jones Industrial Average.
In an unweighted index, all index components carry equal weight regardless of their price or total market value. The major drawback of an unweighted index is that the level of securities price and market capitalisation do not affect index performance. Indeed, the index return is just the percentage price changes. One example of an unweighted index is the Financial Times Ordinary Share Index.
A market value-weighted (or value-weighted) index is computed by calculating the percentage change in total market value of the component securities in the index. The major problem with a value-weighted index is that firms with greater market capitalisation have a greater impact on the index than do firms with lower market capitalisation. Examples of market value-weighted indices include the S&P 500, NCREIF, S&P/ASX indices and UBS-Warburg LPT indices.
Currently, there are several LPT indices maintained/published by the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) and UBS Warburg. The S&P/ASX 300 Property Accumulation Index (ASX300PT) contains 30 property trusts listed on the Australian Stock Exchange. UBS Warburg has subdivided these 30 LPTs into 6 major sub-sector indices, which are the UBS-W Leaders 300 (UBSWLDR), UBS-W Diversified 300 (DIV300), UBS-W Retail 300 (RET300), UBS-W Commercial 300 (COM300), UBS-W Industrial 300 (IND300), and UBS-W Hotel 300 (HOT300) (see Table 1 for the components of these indices). Except for the UBS-W Leaders 300 (which contains the 5 largest market capitalisation LPTs), each of the 30 LPTs are allotted to one of the 5 sectors according to the characteristic of the trust's underlying property portfolio. Table 2 shows the holdings and percentage of international property of these international LPTs at June 2002. Several USA REITs have also included international property in their portfolios (see Table 3 ), but none of these REITs have 100% international property portfolios as WFA and LUO in Australia. -2003 (PIR, 2003 . The market value-weighted index computation scheme is preferred in constructing the new international LPT sector index, mainly due to the consistency with other existing UBS Warburg sector indices, although Oliphant and Corgel (1989) have applied the equal-weighted method when developing open-end and closed-end property fund indices in the USA.
Due to the fact that international properties are held in both pure international LPTs and partial international LPTs portfolios, we have two options to construct the international LPT sector index. The first option is to include only pure international LPTs that have 100% international property in their trust's portfolio. The second option is to use both pure and partial international LPTs. Both approaches have pros and cons. Option one is straightforward and not affected by the concern of how to determine the performance of individual international property in the partial international LPT portfolio. However, this method excludes international properties held in partial international LPTs, which accounts for 22.2% of total international property in overall LPT portfolios (see Table 4 ).
Option two combines both pure and partial international LPTs in order to capture all international property components in the international LPT sector index. However, as mentioned before, the performance detail of individual international properties is not available, simply because of confidentiality and is not released by individual LPTs. Therefore, international property performance cannot be stripped out directly on an individual property basis. Thus, we have to make an assumption that the contribution of the international property is proportionate to its weight in the relevant LPT's property portfolio. Due to the fact that the performance of international properties in partial international LPTs is not directly observable, the construction of INT 2 is exploratory in nature. INT 2 is designed to be flexible enough to accommodate the changing international property weightings. Furthermore, the inclusion dates 2 of these five international LPTs into the index are different (see Table 5 ), with most of the international property revalued at different times. Hence, INT 2 should also take into account these timing and revaluation variations.
INT 2 has the following equation:
where M in represents the market capitalisation for international LPT i, R in is the total return for ith international LPT, and W in is the percentage of total international property in ith international LPT's portfolio. n is the corresponding month and the first base value is set at 100. W in is derived as follows:
where BI in is the book value of total international property in ith international LPT in month n, BT in is the total book value of all property in international LPT i. The computation of W in takes into account the revaluation of property in the portfolio, as the monthly updated book value for each property is used.
In constructing INT 2 , we assume that the contribution of the international property is proportionate to its weight in the portfolio and W in R in is an unbiased representation of the underlying international property performance. We have to make this assumption because details of performance of individual properties are not available; therefore, the effect is not able to be stripped out directly on an individual property basis. Hence, W in R in represents the portion of performance that is attributable to international property while (1-W in )R in represents domestic property performance in the ith international LPT's portfolio.
As shown in Table 2 , international LPTs were currently included in three different UBS Warburg sector indices. To strip out the international LPT components, two new series of indices are needed. For this purpose, 14 indices (7 for each option) are constructed, as opposed to the 5 original UBS Warburg sector indices. Table 6 presents the components of these 14 indices. The new indices include international-LPT index (INT 1 and INT 2 ), domestic-retail LPT index (DRET 1 and DRET 2 ), domestic-commercial LPT index (DCOM 1 and DCOM 2 ), domestic-industrial LPT index (DIND 1 and DIND 2 ), domestic-diversified LPT index 3 (DDIV 1 and DDIV 2 ) and domestic-hotel LPT index 4 (DHOT 1 and DHOT 2 ). An overall LPT index (DLPT 1 and DLPT 2 ), which encompasses all LPTs excluding international LPTs, is also constructed for the purpose of contrasting the performance of international and domestic LPT portfolios. The performance of the various LPT sectors is then evaluated.
WFA is removed from the domestic-retail LPT index and relocated to the international-LPT index. LUO is removed from the domestic-commercial LPT index and moved to the international-LPT index. The difference between DRET 1 and DRET 2 is that DRET 1 uses the total market value of WFT and MCW in deriving the index, while DRET 2 uses the apportioned market capitalisation and rate of return from the two partial international LPTs. The same methodology is applied to DIND 2 and DLPT 2 . 18.00% J u n -9 7 A u g -9 7 O c t-9 7 D e c -9 7 F e b -9 8 A p r -9 8 J u n -9 8 A u g -9 8 O c t-9 8 D e c -9 8 F e b -9 9 A p r -9 9 J u n -9 9 A u g -9 9 O c t-9 9 D e c - 
Diversification
Efficient property trust portfolios are constructed to evaluate the diversification benefits of adding international LPTs to domestic LPT portfolios. Two efficient frontiers will be constructed. A domestic property LPTs efficient frontier will be constructed by optimising (applying the Solver function in Excel) the portfolio allocations of the five domestic LPT sector indices, namely DRET, DCOM, DIND, DDIV and DHOT. International LPTs (INT) will be added to the portfolio to generate another efficient frontier. Diversification benefits of adding international property can be established if the efficient frontier with INT dominates the efficient frontier without INT.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
igure 1 depicts the percentage of international property in the Australian LPT he performance of various sector-specific LPT indices over the 5-year period from Table 5 ). With the addition of more international LPTs/international properties, the percentage of international property in the total LPT portfolio has increased from less than 6% before December 1998 to 14.7% (for pure international LPTs) and 17% (for combined pure and partial international LPTs) in June 2002. The difference in performance between the indices calculated using two different methodologies is not very significant. This resemblance may have resulted from the domination of WFA in both international-LPT indices series. WFA accounts for 92% of the average weightings in INT 1 and about 72% in INT 2 (see Table 2 ). However, as more international LPTs are incorporated 5 in the future, the domination of WFA should diminish.
T June 1997 to June 2002 is presented in
The most obvious variations are between the risk and return of INT 1 and INT 2 , with about 1% difference in both rates, which translates into 0.04 differences in risk-adjusted return. In order to estimate the diversification benefits of international LPTs (proxied by INT 1 ), an efficient portfolio is constructed using ex-post data. Figure 4 illustrates two efficient portfolios: a domestic property trust portfolio consisting of domesticretail LPT index (DRET 1 ), domestic-commercial LPT index (DCOM 1 ), domesticdiversified LPT index (DDIV 1 ), domestic-industrial LPT index (DIND 1 ), domestichotel LPT index (DHOT 1 ), and a total property trust portfolio consisting of this domestic property trust portfolio plus international LPTs. As depicted in Figure 4 , a total property trust portfolio consisting of international and domestic LPTs is more efficient and dominates the domestic LPT's portfolio. At the lower level of the risk/return spectrum (12.5% annual return), overall portfolio risk is reduced by 0.7% through the addition of international LPTs (INT 1 ). Overall portfolio risk is reduced even more for higher levels of portfolio returns. At a 14% annual return level, overall portfolio risk is reduced by 3.4% through the addition of INT 1 . On the other hand, at a same risk level (10%), the mixed international and domestic LPTs portfolio enhances the portfolio's annual return by 4.5%. As demonstrated, at all levels of the risk/return spectrum, the addition of international LPTs significantly adds diversification benefits to the property trusts' portfolio. Figure 5 depicts the allocation of LPT sectors in the efficient portfolio across various risk levels. International LPTs have a significant allocation at all risk levels, with the allocation increasing as the portfolio risk increases. Figure 6 presents the comparison of efficient frontiers constructed from the two separate series of indices. As suggested by the minor differences in performance and correlation numbers between INT 1 and INT 2 , the variation in efficient frontiers was small. However, the optimal LPT portfolio without INT 2 is consistently dominated by the optimal LPT portfolio without INT 1 . This finding demonstrates that the optimal domestic LPT portfolio (based on Option 2 methodology) is less efficient, which can be attributed to the inclusion of partial international LPTs. Apportioning partial international LPTs in both domestic and international portfolio has increased the correlations between associated LPT sectors (as evident in Table 7 and 9), thus reducing the diversification gains. Nonetheless, both sets of efficient frontiers exhibit significant diversification benefits by adding international LPTs to the domestic LPTs portfolio. Figure 7 is also consistent with Figure 5 where international LPTs have a significant allocation at all risk levels, with the allocation increasing as the portfolio risk increases.
Figure 4: Efficient Frontier: optimal LPTs portfolio with & without international LPTs
When one examines the out-performance of the international-LPT index illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 , the superior performance of the international-LPT index was basically due to the out-performance of the international-LPT index during the initial period of the study. For the period between June 1997 and November 1998, the performance of the international-LPT index, in essence, duplicated the performance of a single international LPT, which is WFA. The second international LPT was added to the international-LPT index in Dec 1998 (for INT 2 ) and April 2000 (for INT 1 ). Therefore, to separate the effect of superior performance due to a single international LPT in the initial period, the indices are recalibrated to a new base period at Dec 1998. The recalibration of the indices to Dec 1998 has affected the subsequent performance results. The performance of all indices from Dec 1998 to June 2002 is presented in Table 11 . The international-LPT index was no longer the best performing sector. However, INT 2 still outperforms DLPT 2 by about 1.7% in return, but with significantly higher risk. (Table 10 ). The correlations between INT 2 and overall LPT index (ASX300PT), domestic-LPT index (DLPT 2 ), domestic-commercial LPT index (DCOM 2 ), domestic-diversified LPT index (DDIV 2 ) increase slightly, while other correlations decrease marginally. The average correlation between the international-LPT index and the other domestic LPT sub-sector indices decreases slightly to 0.54. Efficient portfolios were reconstructed applying these recalibrated indices over 1998 to 2002. Figure 9 illustrates the comparison of optimal portfolios for two different periods. As suggested by the lesser performance of INT 2 during the Dec 1998 -June 2002 period, the diversification gain by adding international LPTs to domestic LPTs portfolio is not as significant as compared to the June 1997 -June 2002 period. However, the mixed international and domestic LPTs portfolio was still dominating the domestic LPTs portfolio in both periods.
As demonstrated in Figures 6 and 9 , at all levels of risk/return spectrum, the addition of the international-LPT index has significantly added diversification benefits to the property trusts portfolio. The result is consistent with the findings of Gordon et al (1998) , Maurer and Reiner (2002) and Liu and Mei (1998) , where significant diversification benefits were found when international LPTs were added to the portfolio. Figure 10 depicts the allocation of LPT sectors in the efficient portfolio across various risk levels over Dec 1998 to June 2002. The allocation to international LPTs is not as significant as in Figures 5 and 7 . However, the international-LPT index still warrants more than a 10% allocation at all risk levels below the 6% level of portfolio risk. The allocation to INT 2 is reduced dramatically at higher portfolio risk levels. This clearly demonstrates the significance of INT 2 in efficient portfolios and the contribution of international LPTs in property trust portfolios to diversification gains. 
PROPERTY INVESTMENT IMPLICATIONS
To provide property securities investors and fund managers with more information about the returns on international properties in Australian LPTs, an index that tracks the performance of international LPTs can be very useful. Indeed, the international-LPT indices (INT 1 and INT 2 ), which track performance from June 1997 to June 2002 should be especially useful to small and medium property securities investors and fund managers since many may not invest directly in overseas property.
High costs of diversification and minimising unsystematic risk, high transaction and information costs, and problems of liquidity and management are factors cited as major deterrents for pension/property funds, especially smaller funds, to diversify their property portfolio internationally (McAllister, 1999) . Moreover, as suggested by Lowrey (2002) , an allocation of 20% to 30% in international property is needed to realise the diversification advantage of investing internationally. If the size of the international allocation is too small, the range of potential portfolio strategies would be limited.
However, the development of pooled international property investment vehicles (i.e. international LPTs discussed in this paper) have catered for the demand for international property exposure for Australian property securities investors and fund managers. Furthermore, international LPTs allow the separation of the international property investment decision into property-specific diversification (by geographic/economic region) and asset allocation decisions. Property-specific diversification decisions will be performed by property trust managers, while how much should be allocated to international property will be determined by the property securities investors and fund managers.
As discussed in Anderson and Shain (2001) , Fisher and Liang (2000a,b) and Newell et al (2003) , although not directly related to international LPTs, the authors found that it was more efficient and cost effective for property trusts to focus on one property sector to attain optimal geographic region diversification. Investors and analysts often prefer pure plays in property sectors (Fisher and Liang, 2000b) . More importantly, it is easier for investors/fund managers to diversify their property securities investments than for property trusts to diversify their portfolios of property.
For property securities investors and fund managers, the development of a pure international LPT performance index (INT) will aid the asset allocation decisions and performance benchmarking. Furthermore, the findings of this paper also suggest that the addition of international LPTs in the Australian property trust portfolio has resulted in diversification gains.
There are several limitations surrounding this paper. The objective of this paper is to develop an international-LPT index which tracks the performance of international properties held in LPTs. Currency hedging and exchange rate fluctuations are two important aspects in international property investment. Capital structure is another major feature of performance. All these issues are not discussed in this paper but warrant future research. This paper assumes that the tasks of determining a hedging strategy and optimal capital structure rest on the property trust manager, instead of with property securities investors and fund managers. This is consistent with the notion of separation of property investment decisions.
The answer to the question of why not use property indices from overseas countries to develop international property benchmarks lies in the distinction between direct investment in overseas property and investment in international property held by LPTs. The appropriate benchmark for the former is a multi-country property index, while an international-LPT index is adequate for the latter.
A limitation of this paper is the methodology for Option 2, which assumes the contribution of international property in LPTs is proportionate to its weight in the portfolio, although the Option 2 methodology is exploratory in nature. When more LPTs hold both international and domestic properties, this assumption will increase correlation coefficients between the international-LPT index and other LPT sectors where the partial international LPTs are both incorporated. The rationale behind this concern is that returns from international property and domestic property in the same partial international LPT will be perfectly correlated (+1.0). In addition, replicating the international-LPT index, particularly INT 2, is impossible without committing to both international and domestic components of partial international LPTs at the same time.
Heavy reliance in a single LPT (i.e. WFA) also poses a potential bias to the international-LPT index. Although the numbers of international LPTs currently in this international-LPT index are small, this is expected to increase significantly in the next two years as more LPTs 6 in Australia seek international property investment opportunities. As such, this international-LPT index will take on enhanced stature for ongoing LPT performance analysis.
